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The mission of Abibitumi Kasa Afrikan Language Institute (AKALI) is 
to provide instruction and resources in the interest of sovereignty and 
nationbuilding for Afrikan people. The knowledge and principles 
necessary for this goal are embedded in the languages of Afrikan 
people. Therefore, a central focus of Abibitumi Kasa is language 
instruction which highlights information including, but not limited to, 
Afrikan worldview, culture and spirituality. 

1 Current Situation 

Currently, abibitumikasa.com functions as a virtual learning center for 
those who wish to reclaim Afrikan languages, customs, and lifestyles. 
With over 1500 members and that number steadily growing daily, this 
forum is a prime training ground to develop well rounded liberated 
leaders.  

Online classes in Twi, Yoruba, and Wolof, are currently available on 
the website as well as various classes and lectures related to Afrikan 
nationbuilding. Using numerous forums and innovative flash 
videoconferencing software, students and instructors are able to 
interact in a variety of mediums: face to face in a virtual classroom 
using webcams and microphones, or mind to mind in the multifaceted 
forums. 

2 Solution 

You. We at Abibitumi Kasa are looking to expand our course offerings 
by providing our infrastructure to other Afrikans with expertise and 
ideological clarity. This is an opportunity for Afrikans around the world 
to gather in a central place to learn and discuss paths toward 
liberation. Using the extensive network already present through 
Abibitumi Kasa, classes hosted using the current videoconferencing 
software. Topics ranging from Afrikan history, language and culture to 
family development, nationbuilding, Afrikan spirituality and more are 
welcome. A course consistent with these objectives would act as a 
vehicle for the promotion of your work as well as a source of 
information for those who are on the distinguished road toward 
liberation. 

2.1 Objectives 

 To provide guidance for those on the quest toward liberation. 

 To connect like-minded individuals for the purpose of networking 
and nationbuilding. 

 To provide opportunities for individual Afrikans, authors and 
organizations to promote services that benefit Afrikan people. 

We have and 
continue to offer 
Afrikan 
languages to 
reconnect people 
of Afrikan 
descent to our 
stolen legacy for 
the very practical 
purpose of using 
this information 
to create and 
recreate reality in 
the best interest 

of Afrikan people. 
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2.2 Approach 

Using the extensive network of Abibitumi Kasa as well as outside 
solicitation, a course may cover various topics relating to 
nationbuilding in but not limited to the following areas: 

 Afrikan History 

 Traditional Afrikan Spirituality 

 white world domination by terror 

 Afrikan Educational Systems 

 Relationship Development 

 Family Dynamics 

 Economic Development 

 Holistic Health 

 Traditional Afrikan Music and Poetry 

 Artistic Explorations 

 Elder Council 

 Afrikan Languages 

2.3 Benefits 

 Participants need only a computer with Flash installed to 
participate, but are encouraged to have a microphone and/or 
video cam. 

 Participants are able to tune in from anywhere in the world. 

 Instructors are able to introduce their research and work to a wide 
audience of people who are personally interested in their subject 
areas. 

 Any opportunity to further the liberation of Afrikan people is a 
benefit in itself. 

3 Implementation Plan 

Planning a course relating to Afrikan Liberation requires much 
cooperation and networking within the liberation movement 
community. One of the best things about our community is that our 
leaders and foremost scholars are quite accessible, confirming that 
we truly are a close knit family. With not many degrees of separation 
between us, it is important that we make our connections and skills 
known in order to use the full capacity of our collective strength. 

Any opportunity 
to further the 
liberation of 
Afrikan people is 
a benefit in itself. 
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3.1 Methodology  

The existing video conferencing software as it exists is already set up 
in a metaphor for a conference space. There are different “rooms” that 
participants can go to conduct classes and a specific one can be 
created to host your class. Depending on each participant’s software 
capabilities, they can be part of conversations using the text chat 
area, a microphone, and or/ a webcam. 

In addition to separate rooms for various breakout sessions, a room 
can also be available as an information and technical support area for 
those having problems using their peripheral devices. 

Abibitumi Kasa staff provides the following for our instructors: 

Class Planning – To solicit instructors and act as a liaison between 
the teachers and the greater Abibitumi Kasa community networks 
organization.  

Technical Support – We are proficient with computers and our 
software and ill troubleshoot technical support issues for prospective 
instructors and students. 

Public Relations – We will design and implement marketing tactics 
including flyers and branding, and advertising for the class.  

 

4 Costs 

The cost can range from free to however much is needed to support 
the instructors and/or Abibitumi Kasa. There are pros and cons for 
each option, but that is the discretion of the instructor primarily, 
Abibitumi Kasa and those affiliated. The typical split is 75% - 25% with 
75% going to the instructor and 25% going to Abibitumi Kasa to 
support our expansion of the work of Total Afrikan Liberation. 

 

5 Conclusion: What we need from Prospective 
Instructors 

As we move forward in technology, it is important to make the most of 
it to further the cause of Afrikan liberation. This course would reach an 
audience in a way that has not yet been accomplished; it is an online 
real-time class for Afrikans around the world to come together and 
learn. 

What we need from you to make the class happen are the following: 
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1. Class description: A general overview of what the class will deal 
with. This should be short and concise, yet thorough so students 
can come to know what the class is all about 

2. Class syllabus: A week by week breakdown of course lessons 

3. Duration of course: How many weeks for the course 

4. Time and day of the week of the course. Also included should be 
the start date of the course and the date and time of the free 
promotional lecture. 

5. Duration of each class. In minutes. Typically this will be 90 
minutes per class to 120 minutes (2 hours) 

6. Cost of class. For 6 week sessions, this is typically between $95 
and $125 for 90 minute classes. For 8 week sessions of 120 
minutes each class, this is typically $195. 

7. Picture of the instructor for public use; mainly used as advertising 
for courses. 
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Appendix A: Video Conferencing Software & 
History of Abibitumi Kasa 

 

 

[Figure 1. Video Conferencing Software.  This Flash based chatroom is a great way to connect Afrikans across the 
world face to face! 

 

Flash Chat 

FlashChat includes a set of advanced administrative options so that 
you can easily manage rooms, users, bans, messages, and much 
more.  

A PHP-based "bad words filter" allows you, the chat administrator, to 
prevent foul language from being viewed within the chat.  

FlashChat's advanced admin panel allows you to view messages 
within any room from any time period (provided that they have not 
been purged from the database). Advanced search options ensure 
that you, the FlashChat administrator, will have quick access to any 
message that you might be looking for.  

Users and administrator can ignore other users, share files, engage in 
private chats, and view user profiles (if available). Administrator can 
ban and unban users, and have at their disposal a variety of text-only 
commands like /broadcast and /alert.  

The FlashChat smilie set is one of the largest of any chat system. 
FlashChat takes it a step further, however, by allowing the chat  
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administrator to change the code for any smilie, disable any smilie, 
and re-order the smilies easily by just re-ordering the corresponding 
PHP lines in the config.php file.  

Any sound option can be muted and tested. Options also exist for 
right/left speaker balance ("pan") and for overall volume. As you 
would expect, all of these options are fully externally configurable by 
the chat administrator as well.  

Music and imaging software allows the instructor to incorporate music, 
video, and/or photos into the classroom, acting as an online media 
system that students can access simultaneously in real time.  

Class text and audio can be saved and posted. Each student in the 
classroom has the option to save the text typed during class. Using 
our state of the art sound recording software the instructor can also 
record each class to then post online or archive on the instructor’s 
personal computer.  

History of Abibitumi Kasa 

Abibitumi Kasa translates to Black/Afrikan Power Language. It is an 
expression that was coined by Obadele Kambon to convey a marriage 
between:  
 
* A recognition of the need to reclaim and build upon our interrelated 
indigenous systems of knowledge/spirituality/politics/healing/kwk, 
which are embedded in our Afrikan languages.  
* A recognition of the ongoing WAR against Afrikan people and the 
need for an intentional and unapologetic commitment in every aspect 
of life for the Total Liberation of Afrikan People throughout Space and 
Time.  
 
Because each of these necessities is manifested in every aspect of 
his Ena's (mother's) and Agya's (father's) lives, Obadele has 
understood his Nkrabea (mission/destiny) on this planet as a 
continuation and further unification of these two interrelated goals as 
integral sides of the same coin in the interest of Afrikan people, 
Afrikan Sovereignty and Afrikan Liberation.  
 

This is a site by Abibifoɔ (Afrikan people) for Abibifoɔ (Afrikan people) 

throughout Abibiwiase nyinaa (The Entire Afrikan/Black World).  
 
The Adinkra chosen to represent Abibitumi Kasa Afrikan Language 

Institute was "Nea ɔnnim sua a, ɔhu - When one who doesn't know 

learns, she/he knows (sees)"  
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Abibitumi Kasa Afrikan Language Institute (AKALI) in its present form 
was conceived of in a casual conversation between Obadele Kambon 
and Dr. Kwasi Konadu at the 2006 Sankofa Conference in Banneker 
City (Washington, DC). Dr. Konadu worked as the Executive Director 
of the Africana Studies Institute (ASI) and webmaster of the Institute's 
website. However, due to the monumental task of keeping the site's 
content updated along with other time-consuming duties, he felt that it 
would be best to take the Africana Studies Institute site down for the 
foreseeable future. At that point Abibitumi Kasa was only a blogspot 
and not a full-scale website. After nonchalantly mentioning that I had 
considered making Abibitumi Kasa a website, Kwasi told me that he 
could make some changes that would put Abibitumi Kasa in the place 
of the ASI site. Well, I didn't think anything else of it, but to my 
surprise Kwasi sent me an email just a few weeks later informing me 
that the domain name and hosting had been taken care of and that 
the new site, www.abibitumikasa.com, was ready to go! Additionally, 
Kwasi offered technical assistance in getting files uploaded, 
suggested programs for website development and offered the ASI site 
files as a template upon which AKALI could be built. Dr. Konadu's 
assistance and continued support have been invaluable and without 
his suban pa and adwuma pa, the current work, classes and 
resources that AKALI is providing to Afrikan people would not be 
possible.  
 
The website was developed of as an extension of the Twi and Yoruba 
classes that were already being offered in Chicago at Betty Shabazz 
International Charter School that were sponsored by the school's 
parent council from February - December 2006. With this 
sponsorship, they paid 50% of the cost of classes for any and all 
Afrikans who signed up for the classes.   
 
Upon Obadele Kambon returning from Brazil in May of 2006, the 
decision was made to incorporate live audio and video streaming into 
the classroom in the summer of 2006. This enabled AKALI the ability 
to have students throughout the US and world. AKALI has taught 
students as far away as Belize, Australia, Canada, UK, Korea, the 
Caribbean and more as well as various regions of the US.   
 
Upon launching the Abibitumi Kasa Afrikan Liberation Institute forums 
Abibitumi Kasa has moved towards providing resources in Afrikan 
languages and resources for Afrikan liberation. This aspect of AKALI 
was founded with Abibitumi Kasa admins Oju and Kala as well as 
Aziza later. Obadele, Kala and Oju were all previously admins on 
another message board, but upon seeing that board go in directions 
that were incongruent with Afrikan liberation, Obadele and Kala left at 
the same time while Oju chose to stay. Also coming onboard as 

http://abibitumikasa.com/yabb/YaBB.pl?action=dereferer;url=http://www.abibitumikasa.com,
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moderators were Simba Nerevu and ajaguna in Afrikan Military 
Systems and Afrikan Political Systems. Then we decided to offer 
Afrikan Liberation classes and brought Dr. Kamau Kambon and 
Mwalimu Baruti on to teach their books. Recent instructors have also 
included Keidi Obi Awadu of Living in Black (The Great AIDS Hoax), 
Dr. Runoko Rashidi (Around the World with Runoko Rashidi), Kentake 
Mut Merimut (Akokͻ Nan), Akhu Yaw Kamau (Afrikan Algebra), We 
are looking at having them continue these courses as they are 
BlackNificent! We now have many moderators and even more 
prospective instructors for classes we have lined up on repatriation to 
Kiswahili.   
 
AKALI has also provided instruction for journeys to Afrika serving 

students in Ghana (for the AKALI/Sankɔfa Abusua coordinated 

Sankofa Journey) as well as Betty Shabazz International Charter 
School's (BSICS) journey to Senegal and the Gambia. We have also 
acted as translator, interpreter and co-host for the Sankofa Journey in 
July-August of 2008.  
 
While based in Chicago, we expanded to consulting roles teaching at 
Chicago State University through the Afrikan amerikkkan studies 
department, Winnie Mandela Intergenerational High School teaching 
Kiswahili, Charles Hamilton Houston Alternative High School teaching 
Kiswahili, Malcolm X College teaching Twi and Yoruba and 
Northeastern Illinois University teaching Afrikan Communications and 
more. We are continuing this work with community classes in Ghana, 
our new base of operations. 
 
An additional service that has been a spin off has been web and 
graphic design services. This came about as a result of people falling 
in love with the design of AKALI's website and graphics. Afrikans 
began to ask how much we charge so we established this as a 
business.   
 
We continue to build, grow and expand teaching Afrikan languages, 
Afrikan worldview and all aspects of Afrikan liberation. This is the only 
Afrikan Liberation Institute and/or Afrikan Language Institute by and 
for Afrikan people exclusively and unapologetically. This is the world 
of Abibitumi Kasa.   
 
 
Obadele Kwame Kambon 

http://abibitumikasa.com/yabb/YaBB.pl?action=dereferer;url=http://www.abibitumikasa.com/Sankofa.php
http://abibitumikasa.com/yabb/YaBB.pl?action=dereferer;url=http://www.abibitumikasa.com/Sankofa.php
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Appendix B: Terms and Conditions 

You agree, through your use of this website and associated Liberation 
Forum, that this site is a resource exclusively for Afrikan (Black) 
people and the upliftment of Afrikan (Black) people specifically and 
that you will not post any material which is false, defamatory, 
inaccurate, abusive, vulgar, hateful, harassing, obscene, profane, 
sexually-oriented, threatening, invasive of a person's privacy, or 
otherwise in violation of ANY law. You also agree not to post any 
copyrighted material unless the copyright is owned by you or you 
have consent from the owner of the copyrighted material. Spam, 
flooding, advertisements, chain letters, pyramid schemes, and 
solicitations are also inappropriate to this site or forum. 

Note that it is impossible for us to confirm the validity every single post 
on this site and forum. Please remember that we do not actively 
monitor the posted messages and are not responsible for their 
content. We do not warrant the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information presented. The messages express the 
views of the author, not necessarily the views of this site or forum. 
Anyone who feels that a posted message is objectionable is 
encouraged to notify an administrator of this forum immediately. We 
have the right to remove objectionable content, within a reasonable 
time frame, if we determine that removal is necessary. This is a 
manual process, however, so please realize that we may not be able 
to remove or edit particular messages immediately. This policy applies 
to member profile information as well. 

You remain solely responsible for the content of your forum 
messages, and you agree to indemnify and hold harmless this forum, 
and any related websites to this forum. We at this site and forum also 
reserve the right to reveal your identity (or any information we have 
about you) in the event of a complaint or legal action arising from any 
information posted by you. You have the ability, as you register, to 
choose your username. We advise that you keep the name 
appropriate. With this user account you are about to register, you 
agree to never give your password to another member, for your 
protection and for validity reasons. You also agree to NEVER use 
another member's account to post messages or browse this forum. 
After you register and log into this site and forum, you can fill out a 
detailed profile. It is your responsibility to present clean and accurate 
information. Any information we deem inaccurate or vulgar will be 
removed. 

Please note that with each post, your IP address is recorded, in the 
event that you need to be banned from this site or forum or your ISP 
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contacted. This will only happen in the event of a major violation of 
this agreement. 

A. What these Terms and Conditions Cover: 
These Terms and Conditions govern the use and access to 
information and services provided through the Site. In these Terms 
and Conditions, the words "AKALI", "we", "us", and "our" mean 
Abibitumi Kasa Afrikan Language Institute and/or Abibitumi Kasa 
Afrikan Liberation Insitute (AKALI) and subsidiaries thereof. 

B. Accepting these Terms and Conditions: 
You understand that by accessing or using the Site, or the information 
or services offered or available through the Site, you have agreed to 
these Terms and Conditions. 

C. Changes in Terms: 
AKALI may modify these Terms and Conditions at any time. Such 
modifications will apply to you and will be effective immediately upon 
the posting to the Site. You understand that by using or accessing the 
Site or the information therein after a change becomes effective, you 
have agreed to it. AKALI will not provide you with individual notice any 
change. You should select the "Terms and Conditions" link at the 
bottom of the main web page of the Site from time to time to review 
the current Terms and Conditions because they are binding on you. 

D. Termination: 
AKALI may terminate your access to the Site for any reason, at any 
time, with or without notice to you. If you terminate your agreement to 
these Terms and Conditions, you may no longer use or access the 
Site.  

E. Limitations of Liability: 
Risks of use. Access to the Site may be limited or unavailable during 
periods of peak demand, system upgrades, maintenance or for other 
reasons. If access to the Site is unavailable or delayed at any time, 
you agree to use alternative means to get information from AKALI, 
such as contacting AKALI through e-mail, phone or regular mail. 
AKALI will not be liable to you if you are unable to access information 
or use an online service through the Site. 

Limitation of Damages. IN NO EVENT WILL AKALI BE LIABLE FOR 
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR INDIRECT 
DAMAGES. THIS INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES 
THAT MAY RESULT FROM THE USE, INCONVENIENCE, DELAY 
OR LOSS OF USE OF THE SITE, THE INFORMATION THEREIN 
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OR FOR OMISSIONS OR INACCURACIES IN THE INFORMATION 
IN THE SITE. 

No Liability for Events Outside of AKALI's Control. AKALI will not be 
liable for any problems that results from a cause over which AKALI 
does not have direct control. Such causes include, but are not limited 
to, (1) the failure of electronic or mechanical equipment or 
communication lines ; (2) telephone or other interconnect problems, 
(3) bugs, errors, configuration problems or the incompatibility of 
computer hardware or software; (4) the failure or unavailability of 
Internet access; (5) problems with Internet service providers or other 
equipment or services relating to your computer or network;(6) 
problems with intermediate computer or communications network or 
facilities; (7) problems with data transmission facilities or your 
telephone, cable or wireless service; or (8) unauthorized access, theft, 
operator errors, severe weather, earthquakes, or other natural 
disasters or labor disputes. AKALI is also not responsible for any 
damage to your computer, software, modem, telephone, wireless 
device or other property resulting in any way from your use of the Site. 

F. Disclaimer of Warranties: 
THERE IS NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
REGARDING THE SITE, THE INFORMATION THEREIN, AND ANY 
ONLINE SERVICE OFFERED THROUGH THE SITE. 

G. Indemnification: 
You agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless AKALI, its officers, 
directors, employees, agents and licensors from and against all 
losses, expenses, damages and costs, including reasonable 
attorneys' fees, resulting from any violation of these Terms and 
Conditions by you. 

H. Consent to E-Mail Communications and Opting Out: 
You agree to receive electronic mail ("e-mail") regarding services from 
us and concerning online membership, such as our electronic mailing 
list. AKALI may send you e-mails about services and products we 
believe may be of interest to you. You may opt-out of future e-mails 
about products and services by following instructions contained in an 
e-mail that you receive from us. We reserve the right, however, to e-
mail you important information relating to any account(s) that you may 
have with us, including legal communications.  

I. Protecting your User Name and Password (if applicable): 
AKALI has adopted policies and procedures intended to prevent 
unauthorized access to the Site and the information contained therein. 
You agree to comply at all times with any security or operating 
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procedures which AKALI establishes. You will be responsible for the 
confidentiality and use of your user name, password and account 
number (if applicable). You agree not to hold AKALI liable for any 
damages of any kind resulting from your decision to disclose your 
user name, password or account number (if applicable) to any third 
party. You will be responsible for any access to the Site made through 
and under you user name, password and account number(if 
applicable). You agree to immediately notify us if you become aware 
of: 

Any loss or theft of your user name, password and/or account 
number(s); or 

Any unauthorized use of your user name, password and/or account 
number(s), or of the Site, any information therein, or any online 
services offered through the Site. 

 We may suspend or cancel your access to the Site if we suspect the 
Site, your account information, or any online service offered through 
the Site is being used in an unauthorized or fraudulent manner. 

J. No Other Use: 
The Site gives you access to services and information from AKALI 
which may be presented with a distinctive "look and feel." These 
services, information and "look and feel" are proprietary property of 
AKALI. You may use the Site only for your personal, non-business 
use and may not reproduce, sell or distribute all or any portion of the 
information provided to you.  

K. Severability: 
If any clause or provision of these Terms and Conditions shall be 
deemed invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the remainder of 
these Terms and Conditions shall remain valid and enforceable in 
accordance with its terms. The invalidity or unenforceability of any 
term, clause or provision in any jurisdiction shall not invalidate or 
render unenforceable such provision in any other jurisdiction. 

L. Governing Law: 
These Terms and Conditions shall be governed by the laws of the 
District of Columbia and, where applicable, by federal law. However, 
any issue relating to an account or service with AKALI which you can 
access through the Site shall be governed by the law(s) specified in 
the agreement for that account or service, if any, if there is a separate 
agreement for that account or service. 
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M. Dispute Resolution: 
You agree that you will notify AKALI in writing of any claim or dispute 
concerning the Site, or the information or services provided through it, 
and give AKALI a reasonable period of time to address it, BEFORE 
bringing any legal action, either individually or as a class member, 
against AKALI. 

N. Contacting Us: 
If you need assistance with the Site or with any service or information 
provided through it, or if you need to communicate with AKALI, please 
e-mail us at: info@abibitumikasa.com. 

mailto:info@abibitumikasa.com

